Community Funds

Advance Together
Advance Together - Texas Mutual
Aging Mind Foundation
Alzheimer's Pro Am Golf Tournament
Aurora
AWARE Activity Fund
AWARE Operating Fund
Bonton Enterprises Fund
CCC Leadership Fund
College Football Playoff Foundation
Dallas Fire-Rescue Adopt-A-Station Fund
Dallas Influencers in Sports and Entertainment
Dallas Mayor's Education Initiatives
Darrell K Royal Research Fund for Alzheimer's Disease
Early Matters Dallas Operating Fund
Filmanthropy - Grounded Film Fund
Filmanthropy - Stanley Marcus Film Fund
For Oak Cliff
Friends of PL PREP
Friends of the Dallas Police Fund
GDHCC - Minority Business Institute
Indian American CEO Fund
Inspire Art Dallas
Joaquin Achucarro Foundation Fund
Latino Art Project
March for Science Satellite Fund
March to the Polls
One Dallas
PF Warriors
Psalm 89:1 Ministries
Restore Reverchon Park
Southern Gateway Public Green Foundation
Texas Kids First
Texas Pride Impact Funds
The Bonnie Wheeler Fellowship Fund
The Tommy Project
Triumph Over Alzheimer's
Trust Her: Contraceptive Access Fund

(as of May 5, 2022)